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Fill in the blanks. 

1. A gerund phrase is built with a(n) ____________________ (basic verb part ending in –ing) 

followed by optional _________________ and __________________. 

2. A gerund phrase works as a(n) ______________ in a sentence. 

3. A gerund can be the __________________ of the sentence or  

     the ____________________ of the verb or the _________________ of a preposition. 

4. It is easy to confuse a gerund phrase with a __________________________ or the 

__________________. 

Write the gerund phrase in each sentence and circle whether the gerund is the subject, complement of the 
verb, or object of the preposition.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain a gerund phrase . 

7. Earning an excellent grade in math is Susan’s goal for this semester. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

8. The farmer will get the best yield by harvesting the crop before the next freeze. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

9. A likely consequence of procrastinating is poor grades. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

10.  Because he is an artist, Emilio loves visiting museums on his vacations. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

11.  Finding the perfect birthday gift for my sister will be challenging. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

12. After bathing the dog, we dried him with warm towels. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

13. Waiting patiently, the customers are standing in line to purchase the latest cell phone. 

        __________________________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

Write a gerund phrase to complete the sentence. 

14. __________________________________________ is the best activity after a heavy meal. 

15. The directions for _____________________________________ were very complex. 

16. My roommate listed  _____________________________________ as his favorite hobby. 
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Fill in the blanks.  ANSWERS 

1. A gerund phrase is built with a(n) present participle__ (basic verb part ending in –ing) fol-

lowed by optional __complements__ and ____modifiers__. 

2. A gerund phrase works as a(n) ___noun___ in a sentence. 

3. A gerund can be the ___subject_____ of the sentence or  

     the ___complement____ of the verb or the ___object___ of a preposition. 

4. It is easy to confuse a gerund phrase with a ___participial phrase___ or the ___main 

verb____. 

Write the gerund phrase in each sentence and circle whether the gerund is the subject, complement of the 
verb, or object of the preposition.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain a gerund phrase .  ANSWERS 

7. Earning an excellent grade in math is Susan’s goal for this semester. 

        __Earning an excellent grade__________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

8. The farmer will get the best yield by harvesting the crop before the next freeze. 

        ___harvesting the crop before the next freeze____   subject     complement obj of prep 

9. A likely consequence of procrastinating is poor grades. 

        ____procrastinating_________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

10.  Because he is an artist, Emilio loves visiting museums on his vacations. 

        ______visiting museums on his vacations_______   subject     complement obj of prep 

11.  Finding the perfect birthday gift for my sister will be challenging. 

        ___Finding the perfect birthday gift____________   subject     complement obj of prep 

12. After bathing the dog, we dried him with warm towels. 

        ____bathing the dog________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

13. Waiting patiently, the customers are standing in line to purchase the latest cell phone. 

        _____NONE_______________________________   subject     complement obj of prep 

Write a gerund phrase to complete the sentence.  ANSWERS WILL VARY 

14. ___Taking a nap________________ is the best activity after a heavy meal.  

15. The directions for ___building the treehouse_____________ were very complex. 

16. My roommate listed  ___playing tennis_______________ as his favorite hobby. 
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Fill in the blanks. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION– Provide a word bank. 

 

 noun     present participle  complements  

 complement   main verb    subject   

 participial phrase  modifiers    object 

Write the gerund phrase in each sentence and circle whether the gerund is the subject, complement of the 
verb, or object of the preposition.  Write NONE if the sentence does not contain a gerund phrase. 
SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Give hints. 

7. Earning an excellent grade in math is Susan’s goal for this semester. 

   begins with earning, is thing that the sentence is about  subject     complement obj of prep 

8. The farmer will get the best yield by harvesting the crop before the next freeze. 

   begins with harvesting, finishes the word BY                      subject     complement obj of prep 

9. A likely consequence of procrastinating is poor grades. 

   is just one word                                                                        subject     complement obj of prep 

10.  Because he is an artist, Emilio loves visiting museums on his vacations. 

   begins with visiting, is the thing that Emilio loves              subject     complement obj of prep 

11.  Finding the perfect birthday gift for my sister will be challenging. 

begins with finding, is the thing that the sentence is about subject     complement obj of prep 

12. After bathing the dog, we dried him with warm towels. 

   begins with bathing, finishes the word AFTER                    subject     complement obj of prep 

13. Waiting patiently, the customers are standing in line to purchase the latest cell phone. 

   make sure that the –ing words are working as nouns     subject     complement obj of prep 

Write a gerund phrase to complete the sentence.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION –Provide first word. 

14. ___Taking________________________ is the best activity after a heavy meal.  

15. The directions for ___building_________________________ were very complex. 

16. My roommate listed  ____playing_________________________ as his favorite hobby. 


